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Abstract
Reservoir simulation models are used by oil and gas companies in the development of new fields. Also, models
are used in developed fields where production forecasts are needed to help make investment decisions.
The Petrel E&P software platform brings disciplines together with best-in-class applied science in an
unparalleled productivity environment. This shared earth approach enables companies to standardize workflows
from exploration to production—and make more informed decisions with a clear understanding of both
opportunities and risks.
The ECLIPSE industry-reference simulator offers the industry’s most complete and robust set of numerical
solutions for fast and accurate prediction of dynamic behavior for all types of reservoirs and development
schemes. The ECLIPSE simulator has been the benchmark for commercial reservoir simulation for more than 25
years thanks to its extensive capabilities, robustness, speed, parallel scalability, and unmatched platform
coverage. With over 30 years of continuous development and innovation, the ECLIPSE simulator is the most
feature-rich and comprehensive reservoir simulator on the market—covering the entire spectrum of reservoir
models, including black oil, compositional, thermal finite-volume, and streamline simulation.
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